INTRODUCTION TO WATERCOLOR
Memorial Art Gallery
Student Materials

Cynthia Iannaccone

- WATERCOLOR PAPER pad 9x12" or larger
- SKETCHBOOK. Size and format optional...we'll use it for thumbnails and notes*
- BRUSHES You need ‘watercolor’ type, synthetic. Suggested brands- Princeton Art and Brush Company, and, or Loew-Cornell
  - Rounds, #1, #6, #8, #10
- WATERCOLOR PAINTS. Get tube paints, not pans. Suggest Winsor Newton or Grumbacher brand
  - Cobalt blue, Winsor Blue
  - Grumbacher Red
  - Aureolin Yellow
  - Gamboge Yellow
  - Paynes Gray
  - Raw sienna
  - Burnt Sienna
  - Alizarin Crimson
  - Naples Yellow
  - Sap Green
- Good options, if affordable
- SKETCHING TOOLS
  - H pencil and pencil sharpener
  - Kneaded rubber eraser
- PAINTING TOOLS
  - Masking tape, 1 inch wide
  - Spray bottle
  - Large plastic watercolor palette with wells and lid.
  - Plastic water containers—could be yogurt cups.
  - Roll of paper towels.
  - 3x5 inch sponge

NOTE: Art supplies can be expensive. If you’re shopping at the ART STORE in South Town Plaza, ask for a student discount; they will give 10% off all purchases for workshop students.